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1. Introduction
In the Federalist n. 1 Hamilton poses an essential question: «whether societies of men are
really capable or not, of establishing good government from reflection and choice, or whether
they are forever destined to depend, for their political constitutions, on accident and force». The
endurance of liberal democracies is indeed consistently questioned by several forces and events
and, among them, one of the most debated – especially in the last decade – is the rebirth of
populisms and nationalisms. This paper joins this debate following the identitarian perspective.
One of the main features of liberal constitutionalism is the attempt to find a solution to a
paradoxical issue: to build a legal system that allows for peaceful coexistence among all citizens
by maintaining, at the same time, the freedom to choose different ways of pursuing happiness.
Taking this as a starting point, the main goal of constitutionalism is to safeguard political
disagreement through constitutional agreement. In other words, Constitutions «attempt to
promote a major goal of a heterogeneous society: to make it possible to obtain agreement where
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agreement is necessary, and to make it unnecessary to obtain agreement where agreement is
impossible»1.
Historically, this attempt was built upon national identity, which constitutes the
sociological structure of the nation-state. Indeed, identity has always been a need that belongs
to everybody, both as individuals and as members of a community. But, in our times, the quest
for identity has been modified and intensified by a new understanding of individual identity or,
according to Trilling, the ideal of “authenticity”. Globalization, the migration emergency,
growing pluralism, and, in general, the advent of postmodernity is triggering the fight for public
recognition and fostering the rise of the so-called identity politics.
The rise of identity politics poses a present challenge to modern liberal democracies.
Constitutional theories such as multiculturalism or supranationalism are no longer capable of
resolving the conflicts we are experiencing within our pluralistic societies. Whenever requests
for the recognition of identity do not meet with spaces and tools whereby to make their voice
heard, they may leave room for the rise of new populisms and, especially, new nationalistic
populisms.
The present paper aims to address those issues by taking a twofold approach. First, it
explores the rise and the fall of nationalism within postmodernity, investigating this relationship
from a theoretical perspective. Second, it takes an analytical approach, focusing on the
European Union. The EU was built as a governance without government and has turned into a
multilevel constitutionalism that jeopardizes the “constitutional” agreement that binds the
European communities and the European states to one another. Against this growing
disagreement, one solution that has been raised is to break down the underlying agreement. In
conclusion, we will try to answer the following questions: how can European constitutionalism,
in particular, and, more broadly, constitutionalism in general face the above-mentioned
challenges? How can constitutionalism help manage this disagreement? How can identity be
used to unify and not to divide?
2. The rise and fall of national identity
In a very famous book published in 1983, Benedict Anderson argued that, «nationality,
or, as one might prefer to put in view of that word’s multiple significations, nation-ness, as well
as nationalism, are cultural artefacts of a particular kind»2. In particular, Anderson criticized
the existing methodological approach to the terms “nation” and “nationalism”, which, for many
decades, had been studied as two intertwined, but separate, concepts. Under that approach,
while “nationalism” was used to refer to a political ideology born at the late 18th Century the
nation itself was a very ancient social phenomenon rooted on the romantic trinity Ein Volk, ein
Land, eine Sprache. Nation preexisted the state, and represented «a primordial natural
community» based on common customs, traditions, and language that needed to be “brought
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back to life” by nationalism movements (a concept expressed well by the Italian term
“Risorgimento”, or rebirth). Embracing this perspective, the idea of “nation” was described as
«a historically constituted, stable community of people, formed on the basis of a common
language, territory, economic life, and psychological make-up», while nationalism would be a
political movement involving «(1) the attitude that the members of a nation have when they
care about their identity as members of nation and (2) the actions that the members of a nation
take in seeking to achieve (or sustain) some form of political sovereignty»3. The bridge between
the two terms was established by the political idea of national identity.
Anderson’s book attacked this approach, arguing that nations are not primordial natural
communities based on common roots, language, traditions, but cultural artefacts: according to
Anderson, nation «is an imagined political community - and imagined as both inherently limited
and sovereign»4. It is imagined because «its members will never know most of their fellowmembers, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their
communion». And it is imagined as limited and sovereign «because the concept was born in an
age in which Enlightenment and Revolution were destroying the legitimacy of the divinely
ordained, hierarchical dynastic realm»5. In short, Anderson’s theory directly questioned the
Romantic trinity “one people, one land, one language”, arguing that all these elements were
imagined, and that the very idea of nation was, consequently, rooted in artificial artefacts
invented for a political purpose.
Anderson’s approach was well received among academics. In 1983, Hobsbawm-Ranger’s
book (The invention of Traditions) and Gellner’s book (Nations and Nationalism) echoed
Anderson’s point of view, and pointed to the fragility of cultural traditions and national
identities as cornerstones of nations. In so doing, they criticized the metaphysical essentialism
of the “nation” and unveiled the unreasonableness of political nationalisms. They described
nationalisms as pathologies of modern developmental history, oriented toward ideal (or
ideological) purposes «or – like many others “isms” (capitalism, socialism, terrorism, etc.) –
focused not on the necessary ideas but on the activities that stem from them»6.
The good fortune of these theories was linked to the rise of economic globalization and
the end of the cold war. The collapse of the Berlin wall and the end of the division of the world
into two distinct, opposing geo-political and geo-ideological blocks directly clashed with the
ideology of nationalisms, while the development of free markets around the globe fueled the
flourishing of new relationships between different nations and cultures. From a constitutional
point of view, globalization directly impacted state sovereignty7: global forces undermined the
ability of governments to control their own economics and societies, favoring the development
of international and supranational law and institutions, which eroded the very idea of nation
and/or national identity.
The (apparent) twilight of the nations was welcomed by many political thinkers.
Fukuyama celebrated the victory of liberal democracy as «the end point of mankind’s
3
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ideological evolution», arguing that «[it] replaces the irrational desire to be recognized as
greater than others with a rational desire to be recognized as equal. A world made up of liberal
democracies, then, should have much less incentive for war, since all nations would reciprocally
recognize one another’s legitimacy»8. Beck explored cosmopolitanism as a «methodological
concept which helps to overcome methodological nationalism and to build a frame of reference
to analyze the new social conflicts, dynamics and structures of Second Modernity» 9 . In
particular, he confronted the political ideology of nationalism, arguing that, while «the national
perspective is a monologic imagination, which excludes the otherness of the other (…), the
cosmopolitan perspective is an alternative imagination, an imagination of alternative ways of
life and rationalities, which include the otherness of the other»10.
To be clear, cosmopolitanism is an ancient political idea, which originated in ancient
Greece and survived the age in philosophical literature. As Immanuel Kant argued 200 years
ago, cosmopolitanism means being a citizen of two worlds – “cosmos” and “polis”. Voltaire
outlined a similar concept, pointing out that «the philosopher is neither French, nor English nor
Florentine: he belongs to all countries»11. On the other side of the ocean, Benjamin Franklin’s
motto “Where liberty is, there is my country” echoed this theory, and established the bedrock
of the United States as “a Nation of immigrants” and “the land of the free”. These examples,
along with many others, explain why, even in ancient times, cosmopolitanism’s theories worked
against those of egoistic nationalism, and cheered the birth of a league of unified nations.
From the historical perspective, this ancient utopian idea influenced the entire second half
of the 20th Century- But only with the explosion of globalization did the dream seem finally to
have become real. This explains why cosmopolitanism re-emerged as a useful political method
for overcoming nationalism and national identities. Political thinkers like Beck and Appiah
have argued that the theory of territorial identity is fatally flawed, because it imprisons people’s
identities in a single, delimited space (the nation), while globalization prompts the flourishing
of multiple identities and the development of many, transnational ways of life12.
3. Public recognition in the postmodern age: from national identity to identity
politics
Cosmopolitanism, supranationalism, and globalism rapidly became cornerstones of the
postmodern age. They marked the passage from “solid” to “liquid” times, and the end of
traditional structures and institutions13. Many scholars have argued that, in the postmodern age,
nation-states are increasingly becoming relics of antiquity, and that, «the very idea of
independent sovereign nations is thrown into question»14.
In light of these developments, the ancient link between the identity of citizens and the
nation-state seemed to be over, and the traditional concept of national or state sovereignty began
8
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to look like a relic of the past, destined to merge with supranational institutions. But this
transformation comes at a price: by eroding the concept of nation, postmodernity has weakened
the traditional place where, for many centuries, people found public recognition of their
identities. It is probably true that, as Anderson pointed out, nation-ness was just an imagined
artefact. But, on the other hand, it is an artefact that produced institutional and/or sociological
ground where the people’s disagreements could take their place in a common and peaceful
composition.
In the past, one apt way of expressing this form of public recognition was the word
“loyalty”. Despite all their differences, the people of one nation could find their place in the
state-community through their loyalty to it. From this perspective, the very idea of nation-ness
helped to forge political, but also phycological, consensus into a collective identity, in the same
way that the victory of our national team at the World Cup brings us together to celebrate in the
streets. Postmodernism has eroded this psychological consensus; as Billing observes: «national
identity no longer enjoys its preeminence as psychological identity that claims the ultimate
loyalty of the individual» because «it must compete with other identities on a free market of
identities» 15. To draw out the soccer metaphor, this process is similar to a soccer fan who
chooses to support a particular player, rather than the team for which he plays, and celebrates
his victory because of his particular skills.
Postmodernity has shaped the rise of identity politics as «a wide range of political activity
founded in the shared experiences lived by the members of certain social groups (…) reclaiming
ways of understanding their distinctiveness (…) with the goal of greater self-determination»16.
In particular, there are two main features of identity politics in the postmodern age.
First, the globalization process produced a psychological fragmentation of the collective
recognition of identities. As Charles Taylor has argued, «in the earlier age recognition never
arose as a problem» because «general recognition was built into the socially derived identity by
virtue of the very fact that it was based on social categories that everyone took for granted».
Nowadays, the recognition of people’s identities is more closely related to the individual
perception of it, and «personal, original identity doesn’t enjoy this recognition a priori» but «it
has to win it through exchange, and the attempt can fail»17. Moreover, the postmodern concept
of identity is characterized by an emphasis on its inner voice and capacity for authenticity - that
is, its ability to determine a way of being that is somehow true to oneself.
Second, cosmopolitanism has sought to identify a new foundation for the globalized
political order, rooted in liberal constitutionalism18, and particularly in the principles of the
equality, liberty, and dignity of human beings. In so doing, postmodernism transplanted a thick
normative and universal theory of human rights into a thin political and sociological context.
As Graber has pointed out, «cosmopolitan identities based on commitment to universal human
rights that underlie much contemporary constitutionalism are too thin for most citizens»19.
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The attempt to bring together the struggle for recognition of authenticity with the
universal claim of liberty and equality could be synthetized in the following postmodern motto:
“be yourself, and reclaim your identity in the public space, marking your difference from
others”. But this claim dramatically changes the very idea of equality as inclusion into a broader
political context, with paradoxical effects for postmodern constitutionalism: after having
originated to enforce the equality between people, human rights theory is used by identity
politics today to heighten civil and political disagreement.
One example can be helpful to fully understand this process. During the 1960’s the
American Civil Rights movement utilized human rights doctrine to promote equality and social
justice for African-American people. The chief goal of the movement was a quest for inclusion,
demanding that civil society treat marginalized, black people with the same respect with which
it treated the dominant, white groups, and fighting for social change. This demand for inclusion
is summarized well by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s famous speech at the Lincoln Memorial,
in which he described a dream «deeply rooted in the American dream», and claimed that «one
day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed: “We hold these truths to
be self-evident, that all men are created equal”»20. Few years later, political movements such
as the Black Panther or the Nation of Islam echoed MLK’s words from a slightly different angle.
Differently from Dr. King, these groups argued that «the black people had their own traditions
and consciousness» and they «need to take pride in themselves for what they were»21, marking
the differences between them and the white mainstream society.
Today, the Black Lives Matter movement (BLM) campaigns against police violence and
brutality against black people. It mirrors Dr. King’s battle for justice and equality, and considers
him to be an important source of inspiration. But sometimes it also embraces an identitarian
approach to the problem, arguing that, since black people share an inner authenticity that needs
to be protected, they need to claim who they are and not heed what the broader society wants
them to be. This is a point of deep divergence between the two political struggles: while Martin
Luther King was fighting for the inclusion of black people in American society, Black Panthers
and sometimes even BLM stress the identitarian difference of its members, demanding respect
for them as different from the mainstream society. This different approach explains why some
activists are asking to remove, among others, Thomas Jefferson’s statue from Hofstra
University because «his values aided in the construction of institutionalized racism and justified
the subjugation of black people in the United States»22, while Martin Luther King’s speech
quoted the words written in the Declaration of Independence by Thomas Jefferson himself in
order to enforce equality and liberty throughout the nation.
In short, these different approaches aim to accomplish the same human rights’ goal of
justice and equality for the African-American population, but they produce quite different
outcomes. As one commentator has explained, «what makes identity politics a significant
departure from earlier, pre-identarian forms of the politics of recognition is its demand for
recognition on the basis of the very grounds on which recognition has previously been denied
20
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(…). The demand is not for inclusion within the fold of “universal humankind” on the basis of
shared human attributes; nor is it for respect “in spite of” one’s differences. Rather, what is
demanded is respect for oneself as different»23.
4. Juristocracy, human rights, and the rise of new populism
The rise of identity politics in the postmodern global world directly challenges the deep
core of liberal constitutionalism and the constitutional agreement that comes from it. Promoting
the difference of particular groups from mainstream society in the name of equality and liberty,
identity politics impacts the constitutional enforcement of human rights doctrine.
As is well known, the adoption of rigid constitutions, which envisage a catalog of
fundamental human rights protected against parliamentary majorities, resulted in a new way of
understanding and applying the law. It produced a shift of power from representative
institutions to domestic and supranational judiciaries, fueling the phenomenon of juristocracy.
As Hirschl pointed out, «there is now hardly any moral, political, or public policy controversy
in the new constitutionalism world that does not sooner or later become a judicial one»24. This
global trend toward the expansion of the judicial domain is arguably one of the most significant
developments of our times, affecting the legal framework of our constitutional path and
prompting the rise of new constitutionalism.
The claims of identity politics took advantage of juristocracy and new constitutionalism
by choosing the judiciary (and particularly the constitutional and supranational courts) as the
public forum where to accomplish its goals. In so doing, it transferred legitimate demands for
public recognition from the democratic process to constitutional adjudication, fueling the
“litigation boom” in our society and increasing the gap between representatives and the people
they represent.
The alliance between identity politics and juristocracy has produced two relevant
outcomes. First, it has changed the very language of human rights doctrine, stressing the
psychological and emotional effects of constitutional disagreement. By asking for public
recognition of differences, identity politics are shifting Court’s legal arguments away from
concrete injuries to applicant’s rights and toward the personal perception of wounded identity.
In the famous case Lautsi v. Italy, for instance, the Second Section of the European Court of
Human Rights (ECHR) argued that displaying the crucifix in Italian classrooms was unlawful
because it «may be emotionally disturbing for pupils of other religions or those who profess no
religion»25. Despite the fact that this ruling was overruled by the Grand Chamber a few years
later, it shows how deeply the identity politics narrative penetrates into the legal arguments of
judges.
Second, it transferred to judges «some of the most pertinent and polemical political
controversies a democratic polity can contemplate» 26 . This process brings judges into the
23
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political arena, transforming them from guardians of the constitution into major political actors
(or elites). According to Hirschl, «the trend toward new constitutionalism is hardly driven by
politicians’ genuine commitment to democracy, social justice, or universal rights. Rather, it is
best understood as the product of a strategic interplay among hegemonic yet threatened political
elites, influential economic stakeholders, and judicial leaders»27. Especially when the Courts
foster changes in social consciousness throughout the enforcement of new rights, they nurture
the political clash between “new” and “old” constitutionalism. In short, constitutional judges
are increasingly becoming political actors in the constitutional arena because they are asked to
fill the gap between political disagreement over certain new rights and the evolution of social
consciousness that supports them.
Therefore, the intertwined relationship between juristocracy and identity politics has
changed the actors and the lexicon of public recognition struggles. It has empowered nonelected judges with the task of solving identity politics claims, and translated cultural,
ideological, and political issues into arguments that are based on precedent and laws28. But it
also weakened the representative bodies and the deliberative process that, for many centuries,
channeled the political disagreement of our society into democratic and procedural rules.
Consequently, «traditional institutions of representative democracy as well as mechanisms of
political participation are pushed into the background in order to make space for (…) unelected
forms of power monitoring which are nevertheless said to be representative of the people in
whose name they operate»29.
This process gave rise to the anti-elitist and rhetorical narrative of the populist movements
that have spread around the world. By increasing the gap between the people and the ultimate
decision-makers, juristocracy gave new nationalist parties the perfect enemy to fight, fanning
the flames of an anti-globalist and anti-institutional agenda. This explains why the right-wing
movements in Poland and Hungary have established illiberal amendments limiting their high
courts’ powers (and undermining their judicial independence)30.
In conclusion, cosmopolitanism, supranationalism, and new constitutionalism have
generated a double shift. First, they replaced «the tendency towards centralization that
accompanied the state formation process, in which attempts were made to eliminate differences
in order to create a unified integrating culture for the nation» with a shift toward
«decentralization and the acknowledgement of local, regional and subcultural differences»31.
Fragmenting the idea of nation as the place of public recognition of common identities, the
globalization fostered the birth of new nationalisms within the nations: as Billing pointed out,
«the very differences and attachments which the state sought to erase in its modernist quest for
uniformity are now being revived» and «some of these newly revived identities are constructed
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in the image of nationhood»32. Separatist movements in Quebec and in the Balkans or, more
recently, in Scotland and Catalonia imagined new, smaller homelands within their national
territories, based on their particular cultural identities, and in opposition to the Constitutional
path of their states. This phenomenon is directly connected with the identity politics narrative:
just as BLM activists are stressing their ethnic differences from white American society,
Catalonia’s movement is claiming independence from Spain because of its cultural differences.
Second, in prompting the universal doctrine of human rights, new constitutionalism
transferred the resolution of critical political questions from the political sphere to the judiciary
system and «flattened questions of meaning, identity, and purpose into questions of equality
and fairness». It, therefore, fed «the anger and resentment that animate the populist revolt» and
lacked «the moral and rhetorical and sympathetic resources to understand the cultural
estrangement, even humiliation, that many working class and middle class voters feel»33.
All the phenomena described above fell on fertile ground in the European Union.
According to Guibernau, the deep dissatisfaction that is growing among European citizens
stems from the gap between elites and the masses that is a current and historical feature of
Europe. The European union did not come to be because of an emotional identity that was
capable of bringing together the several identities of the Members States. The European Union
aimed toward a noble cause, but, methodologically, it fully embraced the task of
cosmopolitanism, to create a thick framework on a thin consensus: «National identity and
European identity are fundamentally different» because «the sense of belonging and attachment
that defines the former tends to be replaced by an instrumentalist, rational or functionalist
approach regarding membership of the latter»34. The construction of a new, supranational legal
system where multiple identities could live together peacefully has paradoxically led to the rise
of new nationalisms.
5. Back to the future? The struggle for a pan-European identity
Many scholars argue that the rise of new populisms and nationalisms stems from a set of
factors that are sometimes considered independently and sometimes considered to be tightly
interconnected: on the one hand, increasing economic inequality and income insecurity, and,
on the other hand, so-called cultural backlash35. Within the European landscape that interests
us here, these factors are undoubtedly playing a pivotal role in the growing support for populist
parties and movements. The complex interaction between economic causes and cultural factors
32
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underlying the surge of new populisms and nationalisms strains another crucial engine of
European nationalistic populism, that is the identitarian factor36, capable of inflaming identity
politics to the extent that Müller argues that, «populism is always a form of identity politics
(though not all versions of identity politics are necessarily populist)»37. If this holds true for
several of the contemporary forms of populism cropping up around the world, it is especially
true in the European context, where the issue of identity/identities has had – and continues to
have – a thorny bearing on the European integration process.
In the following paragraphs, embracing the identitarian perspective, we will try to
highlight the trajectory of the European integration process, a supranational reality created to
limit the nationalistic degeneration of the 20th century. A supranational project that, as it
struggled with the effort to build unity between European peoples, tried to generate unity
between individuals, only to run into the challenge of the return of nationalism. This situation
perhaps offers a clue as to the weakness of this process in fixing a fragmented and complex
“identity disorder”.
The inception of the European Union was inspired by a clearly stated ideal, at that time,
and still today, defined by many scholars as utopianism: to imagine a supranational political
structure capable of building the conditions in which nations could coexistence peacefully,
counteracting the degeneration of the concept of national identity that has contributed to the
surge of virulent and chauvinistic nationalisms, cropped up at the time of the Second World
War38. In brief, the goal was to pursue a de facto solidarity, only feasible within a community39,
preventing conflicts and disagreements among nations, starting with «the elimination of the
age-old opposition of France and Germany» (Schuman declaration, 1950). This spirit transpires
both from the Ventotene Manifesto, whose title underlines the two main goals of the European
project “Towards a Free and United Europe”, and from the words of Jean Monnet: «There will
be no peace in Europe if the States rebuild themselves on the basis of national sovereignty, with
its implications on prestige politics and economic protection»40.
Thus, the European project was not intrinsically conceived in opposition to the nations;
the attempt was instead to look for a path where «all that is noble and humane within these
national forces» could be present, «while co-coordinating them to build a supranational
civilisation which can give them balance, absorb them, and harmonise them in one irresistible
drive towards progress»41. It was an attempt embodied in the “European way” to manage unity
and diversity, according to which the identity of others must not be perceived as a constraint,
but as a pillar for building «a political community among those who are different»42.
But the launch of this European integration process took place within the context of the
so called “second modernity”. This term was coined by the German sociologist Ulrich Beck to
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describe the period starting from the end of the Second World War, characterized by
“denazionalization”: a period when globalization and cosmopolitanism prompted the erosion
of national identities 43 . In this perspective, globalization and cosmopolitism brought to the
surface a significant defect of the European project. Despite the keen attention that legal
scholars have paid to this issue and the vast numbers of related institutional documents, the EU
has not carried out a sufficiently deep reflection on its own identity, and on the nexus between
its supranational entity and the national identities. This defect could be seen through the lens of
the European functionalist (and neo-functionalist) approach. According to this theory,
European integration and the creation of a real political community that stems from it, was led
by a utilitarian perspective, so-called outcome legitimacy, based on policy effectiveness44. This
slowly transformed the goal of the European integration process from a political project to an
economic one45. A clear example of this shift is the concept of European citizenship itself,
which does not bestow a full-blown European citizenship status because it could be rather
considered, as asserted by Cartabia, as a mere privileged treatment of EU citizens-foreigners
within the Member States46. European citizenship guarantees indeed individual freedoms that
open up to the (economically-oriented) free movement of citizens throughout the European
territory, but does not root their belonging to any broader concept of “nation” as an imagined
community.
The functionalist approach was successful in creating the European Economic
Community and in assuring a long-lasting period of peace and prosperity47 even if, at the same
time, it neglected to take seriously the problem of European identity, and it pushed aside the
quest for a European demos within a plurality and heterogeneity of demoi. As a consequence,
tensions arose between EU institutions and the Member States, which inflamed the political
discord within the European space. There are several examples of this tension, especially since
the entry into force of the Maastricht Treaty in 1992. It is worth remembering, among the others,
the Danish people’s vote of no confidence against the Treaty and the “national compromise”
which provided the opt-outs of Denmark with assurances on four areas of cooperation. The
Denmark position, blindly labelled as the “false consciousness” of the Danish people48, was
justified by the fear that their own national identity would be jeopardized.
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6. The paradoxical effect of European supranational constitutionalism
In order to reduce this tension, the EU has tried to soften the persistent political
disagreement between national and European institutions and the “democratic disconnect”49
through a “semi-permanent revision process”50. The treaties that followed the Maastricht Treaty
introduced the proceduralization of the subsidiarity principle for purposes of enforcing its
application, rephrased the national identity clause, tried to democratize both European
institutions and policies, and aimed to enhance the role of national Parliaments.
All these institutional steps can be seen as the thought structure of the EU striving to
imagine a new constitutional process, the apex of which was the draft Treaty establishing a
Constitution for Europe. As von Bogdandy has stated, «Europe’s constitutional treaty would
credibly establish a paramount normativity, which is indispensable to a credible entry in our
dictionary of European identity»51. But the expectation of adding a “European identity” entry
to the European dictionary was shut down by an opposing portion of the “European demos”
itself. Here it is relevant to recall the soundless warning the French Conseil constitutionnel
issued to European institutions about the incompatibility between European constitutional
principles and the French constitutional tradition 52 . Its warning was accompanied by a
procedural surplus required for the ratification of the European convention: both the successful
outcome of the referendum and the following constitutional amendment process were necessary
steps required to ratify the convention. But, in a now-famous move, the French electorate, with
nearly record high voter turnout, rejected the European constitution and triggered an earthquake
that shook not only national politics but supranational politics as well.
After the failed effort to reconcile the European demos under a European constitution, a
veer towards human rights – one of the premises of constitutionalism according to Article 16
of the 1789 Declaration – has begun to take place. This veer has been accelerated and facilitated
by the case law of the European Court of Justice. Since the ’60s European Judges developed a
remarkable awareness in protecting not only economic liberties but also fundamental rights
which were included among the general principles of EU law53, giving rise to an unwritten bill
of rights54. This awareness then was able to meet and interweave with the drafting of the Charter
of Fundamental Rights, which, following the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, has become
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a legally binding source of EU law concurring in enhancing the role of human rights in the
processes of constitutionalization of the European Union.
In order to establish a European demos and restore a constitutional agreement, the EU
tried to achieve its goals by fostering “integration through rights”55 on the logic that, as Appiah
has put it, political unity «depends on being able to agree about practices while disagreeing
about their justifications» 56 . Rights have been increasingly considered a sort of common
language and the vector of political unity under a European koine, on the premise that the theory
of human rights «enables us to set out the rights that people should enjoy in a context of
diversity independently of the doctrines that make up that diversity»57. The EU translated its
search for identity into the human rights narrative, and has pushed for the harmonization of this
narrative among Member States.
But this way of implementing human rights has had significant consequences. First of all,
human rights language has a two-fold side effect: a universalizing and an individualizing one.
These double effects can come into sharp conflict with each other, especially when the
prioritization of interests does not take place within a political and representative dialogue.
Secondly, the human rights language speaks with the words of European courts.
Therefore, the Charter of European Rights, in particular, empowered them as the main actors
of legal globalization 58 and the fuel of European progress 59 . Translating human rights into
positive norms, justiciable and enforceable by European judges, has allowed the judges to fill
the gaps left by the European governance which stands accused of being technocratic, elitist
and politically incapable of solving the growing problems that demand resolution (among them,
the economic crisis and the flow of migrants). Within this backdrop, judges have seized the
opportunities offered by their role as fundamental rights’ guardians. In keeping with this, they
have, on the one hand, clarified the European Court of Justice’s role, affirmed the principle of
primacy, and defined the relationships between the Union and the Member States, and, on the
other hand, they have focused on the well-being and rights of small groups and individuals,
emphasizing principles such as the principle of non-discrimination and, as a consequence,
complying with identity politics.
The convergence of these two effects meant that the essential human rights language,
introduced in the European arena with universalizing and unifying intent, has begun to be used
as a tool for claiming particular identities, whose recognition is increasingly demanded by
individuals, or small groups of individuals, in front of the European courts. And through their
judgments, these courts have compelled Member States to assimilate legal standards into their
domestic constitutional systems60. Through this intense judicial activism, European judges –
sometimes properly and sometimes unproperly – compelled Member States to assimilate into
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their domestic constitutional systems legal standards able to affect national constitutional
traditions and identities. These legal standards are indeed not always welcomed within Member
States, in particular when the national identity clause is demoted in favour of the invoked right.
Nonetheless, the increasingly significant role played by European courts has modified
politics within Member States and in Europe61, partly because the European courts’ rulings
impose substantive constraints on decision-makers as they have started to behave as authentic
constitutional courts. Moreover, the courts’ reasoning has progressively been adopted by the
other European institutions and their already weak decision-making processes, concurring in
the development of a «politics based on the addition of particular interests», which seems to
take the shape of a “non-politics”62.
Aided by the fact that European citizens are troubling by mushrooming challenges, this
trend boosts a sense of distrust that hampers solidarity63, fires up disagreement, and fails to
engender, in European citizens, a sense of loyalty to their institutions. The original goal of the
European project seems to be fading from view. But, this feeling of separation strengthens the
need for belonging and the need for a recognition of a place of belonging that is radically and
inherently pertinent to each human being64 . This explains the resurgence of both the terms
nation and nationalism, which globalism had appeared to have surpassed because, as Billing
pointed out, «nationalism, far from being an intermittent mood in established nations, is the
endemic condition (…) having a national identity (…) involves being situated physically,
legally, socially, as well as emotionally: typically, it means being situated within a homeland,
which itself is situated within the world of nations»65.
7. The Hungarian affair: a nationalistic rehash within the identity politics’ narrative
In the present day, we are witnessing a drive towards the re-nationalization of the
European landscape. Resurgent nationalism and identity politics penetrating cultural policymaking are widespread phenomena in several European countries 66 . Reacting to European
weaknesses, new populist movements in Italy, Poland, Hungary and many other countries lean
on demagogic narratives as the way to restore the place that historically allowed people to create
and share strong identities,67. These populist parties have different political agendas, but they
share a critical approach to the European integration process, which they accuse of being driven
by elites against the pure people. This is the reason why, as Mudde has argued, particularly
within the current European context, the populist surge can be regarded as «an illiberal
democratic response to decades of undemocratic liberal policies»68.
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Of the many examples offered by the European landscape, Hungary provides a
particularly good illustration of this dynamic and offers a privileged vantage point. In what
would seem to confirm Mudde’s definition, Victor Orban explicitly referred to Hungary as an
illiberal state or a non-liberal state in a 2014 speech outlining the features of his constitutional
reform69. In the same speech, Orban grounded his political and constitutional project directly
upon a «specific, national, particular approach»70. In sum, «Viktor Orban in Hungary was the
first central European ruler to realize that nationalist sentiment could provide a base for an
enduring connection between politicians and a mass public»71.
This kind of approach relies on a human need for national identity and is also fostered by
the widespread diffusion of identity politics in Europe. Moving from this need, Orban exploits
the people’s resentment, which finds its voice in the form of the same identity politics’ narrative
and language, a «tell-tale possessive language» 72 that reflects the struggle for recognition
reclaimed in the public space by marking the differences from others 73. Against these “others”,
and in an attempt to prevent the jeopardization of the national identity, the Government and the
Parliament have begun enacting various laws that are hardly necessary or proportionate to the
aims to be achieved74.
At this point, we can ask ourselves who the others are. Three examples may help in
understanding otherness in Orban politics; three examples that correspond, through an obvious
simplification, to three different narratives: the political narrative, the cultural/religious
narrative, and the anti-elitist narrative. All three elements are used to imagine the new
constitutional identity of Hungary. On the side of political identity, otherness refers to the
communism and the left-wing parties of Hungarian history. Remarking on the removal of the
anti-soviet hero Nagy’s statue, whose memory Orban had celebrated with an impassionate
speech during the celebration for the reburial of Nagy in 1989, Orban stated that he was one of
the worst communists. Ironically, by enforcing a political identity against the communist hero,
Orban produced the classic paradoxical effect so entrenched in identity politics. By removing
Nagy’s statue because of his political affiliation, Orban is weakening the history of Hungarian
independence and eroding the national identity itself. Second, in order to restore a common
ground useful for prompting national identity, Orban seeks to rediscover Hungarian Christian
culture. Using religious tradition as identity politics75, Orban often styles himself as the savior
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of both the Hungarian and European Christian roots questioned by the Islamic way of life.
Religious tradition is explicitly rooted in the Preamble of the Hungarian Constitution (2011),
which proudly celebrates King Saint Stephen as the builder of the Hungarian State as «a part of
Christian Europe one thousand years ago». It also recognizes «the role of Christianity in
preserving nationhood» and carries the promise «to preserve the intellectual and spiritual unity
of (the) nation»76. The last otherness is that of the “the corrupt elite”77, considered to undermine
democratic self-government. This elite encompasses non-elected agencies or institutions,
academic scholars, and non-elected decision-makers such as judges, particularly constitutional
judges, who are accused of having participated in the establishment of a democracy widely
perceived as empty and elitist, capable of undermining the democratic exercise of the people’s
political sovereignty.
The construction of the new constitutional identity that flows through these three
narratives has had an impact on the constitutional ground, prompting several reforms. A few
examples are sufficient. In order to protect the constitutional identity, the Parliament has passed
several statutes, tiles in a wider anti-migration policy that has been validated thanks to a “misuse
of constitutional identity”78. Furthermore, the process has aimed to impose a new (illiberal)
constitutional order, breaking with the previous one laboriously put in place79, and has gone so
far as to amend the recently-enacted 2011 Constitution for the seventh time in 2018. After an
unsuccessful referendum and an equally vain attempt to amend the Constitution in 2016, in
2018 the duty of the state to «protect the constitutional self-identity of Hungary and its Christian
culture» was introduced.
As asserted by Scheppele, «a constitutional frenzy» ushered in the election of the Fidesz
government80. Since 2010 Orban has put in place many constitutional changes, which have
resulted in a constitutional capture: the separation of powers has been dismantled step by step,
and some of the fundamental rights have been broken. One of the most dangerous set of
amendments concern the Constitutional Court, whose independence and powers have been
compromised. Fidesz initiated a de-judicialization process of lawmaking, probably due to the
empowerment of constitutional judges pushed by juristocracy. It is worth noting that the
election system of the constitutional judges was reformed, as well as the selection of the Court’s
President who is now elected by the Parliament. Even more serious, the Fourth Amendment
nullified all the case law of the Constitutional Court prior to the entry into force of the new
Constitution, destroying the rule of law. Arguably driven by the intention of limiting the power
of constitutional judges, Fidesz is sowing the seed of a «très insidieux “campanilisme
constitutionnel”»81 which endangers the rule of law in Hungary.
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Recently, the Hungarian Parliament (where Fidesz-KDNP alliance controls two-third of
the seats) further stoked fears that Hungary is moving toward authoritarian rule inconsistent
with the principle of separation of powers when it passed the so called “Enabling Act” in March
2020. The act grants Orban uncontrolled and unlimited powers in order to ensure all necessary,
extraordinary measures for preventing the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic. In plenty
of constitutional systems some political decisions made to address concerns associated with the
COVID-19 outbreak and its effects have unquestionably strained constitutional provisions, and
not only those involving fundamental rights and liberties but even those ensuring the separation
of powers. Although some of these political decisions have prompted criticisms, especially
where Constitutions do not envisage emergency measures in times of exceptional circumstances,
in most constitutional systems they cannot be considered (or at least perceived as) a trend
capable of affecting their democracy index because they appear to be attempts to tackle an
unexpected and temporary, traumatic event. But in Hungary Orban has, in a sense, taken
advantage of this crisis, not letting it go waste82, and using it to pursue a project that has deeper
and older roots. This umpteenth threat to the Hungarian rule of law prompted the EU to take its
first timid stance, through statements issued by the Presidents of the European Commission and
of the European parliament, and a letter written by some leaders of the EPP member parties to
Donald Tusk, calling for the expulsion of Fidesz from EPP, and the resulting letter from Tusk
to the EPP staff. If the party’s positioning of Fidesz in the European political context has
hitherto suggested that Orban strived for restoring Hungary’s sovereignty without exiting the
European integration process, after two years of escalating tension among the parties of
Europe’s center-right political alliance83, this tension has reached its peak. Just a few weeks
ago, the EPP majority voted in favor of a decision to change the procedural rules of the
parliamentary group to allow for the suspension of a member party from their ranks. This vote
prompted Fidesz to quit the EPP Group and pushed it to look for new allies in the European
Parliament.
Another more recent effort to counteract the backsliding of rule of law in Hungary could
be represented by the new rule of law mechanism included in the “Regulation on a general
regime of conditionality for the protection of the Union budget” adopted in December 2020.
This policy instrument aims at protecting the financial interests of the Union in accordance with
the general principles embedded in the Treaties, in particular the values set out in article 2 TEU,
and provides protection against «breaches of the principles of the rule of law in the Member
States»84.
If, on the one hand, the Regulation and «the swift introduction of conditionality seems to
be Europe’s last chance to change the course of Hungarian and Polish events»85, on the other
hand, this mechanism – a compromise solution needed to overcome the Hungarian and Polish
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veto – has been severely criticized as a non-victory for the rule of law in Europe and as yet
another blunt weapon in the European institutions’ arsenal86.
Notwithstanding these attempts to recompose the clash between the European institutions
and the Hungarian legal system, it seems that the constitutional order pushed by Orban needs
to fuel this disagreement, by reversing the Holmesian statement according to which
«Constitution is made for people of fundamentally differing views»87. After resolutely pushing
Hungary as an illiberal democracy, Orban then demands that Hungarian uniqueness be
recognized by the European liberal democratic regime, exacerbating the clash with European
institutions. Orban’s new thick order (based on the struggle for national identity) directly
clashes with the thin, human rights-based, liberal democracy envisaged by EU. Orban is using
identity nationalism within the language of identity politics to create a new political order which
does not make the European liberal order as «a central element of state organization»88. While
the strengthening and protection of national identity was indicated in 2004 as one of the major
reasons why Hungary should take part in the European project, nowadays it may also turn out
to be what could compromise the constitutional agreement that ties the EU and Hungary
pursuant to Article 7 TEU89.
8. Concluding remarks
The intertwined relationship between cosmopolitanism and supranationalism in the
global postmodern age has changed the sociological and political/constitutional framework of
our societies. From a sociological perspective, by eroding the concept of nation, postmodernity
has devitalized the traditional place where, for many centuries, people found public recognition
of themselves and, as a consequence, this process has prompted the rise of identity politics
within the global market of individual identities, enflaming political disagreement. Many
scholars have recently criticized identity politics: Lilla has argued that liberalism needs to push
back the identitarian fight in order to rediscover the true meaning of the term “we”90. And
Appiah has directly attacked the concept of identity, defining it as «the lie that binds us»91.
Identities are perceived as social constructs92, which compel us to think about ourselves as
components of a monolithic community opposed to other communities, whereas
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cosmopolitanism should have made it clear that individuals possess multiple coexisting
identities93.
Both scholars have depicted the rise of identity politics as one of the main causes of the
current crisis of liberal democracies. But whilst the misuse of identity as an instrument to make
claims, as well as a tool of social fragmentation, puts liberal democracies under strain, the
concept of identity still endures as a key component of our societies, because the «modern
democratic state demands a “people” with a strong collective identity» and «requires a high
degree of common commitment, a sense of common identification» 94 . In other words, the
concept of identity/identities is strongly related to the struggle for public recognition and, as
Taylor has pointed out, «due recognition is not just a courtesy we owe people. It is a “vital
human need”»95. To consider identity as a human need is crucial for our societies: «people will
never stop thinking about themselves and their societies in identity terms. But people’s
identities are neither fixed nor necessarily given by birth. Identity can be used to divide, but it
can also be used to unify. That, in the end, will be the remedy for the populist politics of the
present»96.
Therefore, on political/sociological grounds, the tough responsibility we need to embrace
is finding a new theoretical framework that helps to settle the identity disagreement. A closer
look at Anderson’s definition of nation as an imagined community could be helpful: several
authors misunderstand this definition, using the term “imagined” as synonym of the term
“fictitious”. In hindsight, Anderson’s theory emphasizes that the terms nation or nation-ness
cannot be described as mere ideology because they are unique cultural constructs, capable of
answering a stratified set of human and social needs. Of course, this does not mean that we need
to look at the past with nostalgia and celebrate the virtues of the nation-ness. Using Anderson’s
narrative, instead, the challenge that the present and the future have in store for us is to imagine
a new political community97, where the sense of identity can take roots. History teaches us that,
if we fail to accomplish this task, nationalism could emerge from the ashes in a new, but no less
scary form. The European integration process could be seen through this lens. Created to
counteract Second World War nationalisms, the European process tried to establish a
supranational community capable of restoring peace and prosperity among Europe by providing
people with a unifying identity.
From a political/constitutional perspective, the chief effort to build a pan-European
identity is represented by the drafting of a European Constitution intended to create a European
demos, which moves from a common origin but looks at a community of destiny and values to
which all the manifold European citizens belong98. The search for a balance between national
identities and the unity among Member States is a distinguishing feature of the European
integration process99. Since the Maastricht Treaty, the national identity clause has been included
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in the European constitutional framework in order to alleviate some Member States’ fears,
particularly those concerning a loss of national identity and of sovereignty because of the
supranational integration process100. Since then, the national identity clause, which should have
become a constitutional limit on the expansion of European competences, has followed the path
of European integration: first it was linked to the subsidiarity mechanism in the Amsterdam
Treaty; then, in 2001, it was introduced in the Preamble of the European Charter of
Fundamental Rights; finally, it was reformulated by Article 4(2) of the Lisbon Treaty as
inherent in the Member States’ fundamental political and constitutional structure. In sum, the
European challenge was to shift the need for a common identity away from psychological and
sociological grounds and onto normative ones101. But «this need not lead us to abandon the idea
that national identities can be multiple and encapsulate cultural identities as well» because «the
very structures of many political and constitutional arrangements are fundamentally an
expression of cultural phenomena»102.
After the failure of the constitutional Convention and in the face of the precarious balance
achieved between national identity and European unity, European institutions have leaned
heavily on the universalizing language of human rights in order to fill the lack of European
identity with a common language. It is not our intent here to question the pivotal task played by
human rights enforcement, which must not be abandoned because it is one of the headstones of
the unity among the different European national identities. Nevertheless, on methodological
grounds, this choice risks entrusting judges with the task of solving critical political questions.
It could also transform the dialogic quest for an identity into the dialectic language of equality
and fairness, inflaming political disagreements within the fragmented European landscape.
Moving the claims for identity recognition before courts has urged judges to embrace a dialectic
approach aimed at reaching a solution which prevails over the other possible solutions. This
happens even if a globalized society, where multiple identities coexist, would instead require a
dialogic approach following which different solutions can find their own place, and where
differences can even remain unsolved103.
This multilevel system of fundamental rights protection has achieved some undeniable
gains (such as the harmonization of Member States’ laws in light of fundamental rights). At the
same time, however, it has perhaps overshadowed the constitutional issue concerning the
relationship among European powers. By empowering non-elected judges and weakening the
democratic decision-making process, it leaves «the place of power too empty»104. As Luciani
has said, a trend towards the fragmentation and dilution of responsibilities or decisionmaking
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makes it more difficult to precisely attribute of responsibility and to exercise control powers. It
eases both the relocation of decision-making powers in favor of politically irresponsible actors
(technical authorities and the Courts), and the postponement of political responsibilities105.
From this perspective, «constitutional lawyers need to recapture the power (…),
subordinating it to the law, and underline the complex relationship between power, law and
rights, as well as revealing the modest democratic performance of decision-making processes
within multilevel constitutional systems. They need to shy away from the risks of an irenical
constitutionalism that merely celebrates the human rights triumphs achieved thanks the role
played by courts, and to come back to a polemic constitutionalism confronting power»106. In
other words, we need to rediscover the very ancient wisdom of the “old” constitutionalism, born
to protect people’s liberties through the vertical and horizontal division of powers107.
Restoring the separation of powers is obviously quite important in Hungary, where
Orban’s reforms are diminishing judicial independence and undermining the basic rule of law.
But the EU itself also seems to suffer from the lack of a stable separation of powers. As Giuliano
Amato ironically commented during the European Convention, «Montesquieu never went to
Brussels». The recognition of the pivotal role played by the separation of powers «did not affect
the way the political process operated and how it aggregated the different interests at stake»108.
Since Amato made this statement, many things have changed. For many decades, because
of its functionalist approach, Europe was described as a governance without government. Now,
however, it seems that «the functionalist era is over»109. The Lisbon Treaty itself tried to make
the EU more democratic, establishing a clearer division of powers between the EU institutions
and the Member States, and building a new institutional set-up, but the ongoing process of
reforming European institutions is doomed to continue. Despite all the endeavors, the European
Treaty fails to establish clear boundaries between the Parliament, the Council and the
Commission, and the EU constitutional framework seems to be based «on the principle of the
balance between powers rather than on the principle of separation of powers»110.
Within this backdrop, Europe is still struggling to fill the gap between the European
institutions and its own people. As stated in 2017 by the Resolution of the European Parliament
on possible evolutions of and adjustments to the current institutional set-up of the European
Union, «it is now time for a profound reflection on how to address the shortcomings of the
governance of the European Union by undertaking a comprehensive, in-depth review of the
Lisbon Treaty» 111 . Reforming European governance is vital to face the current and future
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challenges that, «cannot be handled by single Member States, but only by a joint response from
the European Union»112 . But this joint response also requires a political system capable of
settling the potential disagreements among Member States and restoring a proper balance
between unity and diversity.
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